This note completes the comparison of the performance of seven replacement schemes, as a function of the transposition-table size. A large number of chess middle-game and endgame positions has been studied. It turns out that the number of nodes of a subtree is a better estimate for potential savings than the depth of a subtree. A two-level table, using the number of nodes in the subtree searched as the deciding criterion, performs best and is recommended. Previous results based on fewer experiments are con rmed.
Background
This note is a sequel to our previous article (Breuker et al., 1994 ) in which we compared the performance of seven replacement schemes on 18 middle-game positions. We then concluded that the number of nodes of a subtree is a better estimate of the work performed (and therefore potentially to be saved) than the depth of that subtree. Moreover, we arrived at the tentative conclusion that the traditional one-level implementation (one position per entry) was not the best. A two-level scheme, rst proposed by Ebeling (1986) , seemed to work better. However, the observations were only based on 18 consecutive middle-game positions taken from one champion's game. Therefore, it was only a preliminary result we arrived at.
Experimental
In this note the experiments are extended in two ways.
The experiments are performed on 94 middle-game positions (including the 18 already tested), taken from six games between top-level Grandmasters. The experiments are conducted on 112 endgame positions 2 , taken from ve historic games between well-known chess (Grand)masters.
The test positions are listed in the Appendix. In the experiments time stamping is used (Breuker et al., 1994 In Figure 1 , the results of the experiments on the middle-game positions are depicted. The graph shows the number of nodes investigated (in millions) as a function of the transposition-table size. The number of nodes is the sum of the nodes investigated for the 94 test positions. The results of the experiments on the endgame positions are depicted in Figure 2 . The graph again shows the number of nodes investigated (in millions) as a function of the transposition-table size. The number of nodes is the sum of the nodes investigated for the 112 test positions. From this graph it follows that the conclusions given for the middle-game experiment also hold for the endgame, with one exception. In middle-game positions it is clear that the concept Big works better than the concept Deep: schemes Big1 and BigAll use fewer nodes than scheme Deep, and scheme TwoBig1 uses fewer nodes than scheme TwoDeep. However, the di erence between the two concepts has disappeared in the endgame. This is explained as follows. If a subtree contains many forcing moves or is well-ordered, many cuto s occur. Since in the middle game the mobility of each player is higher than in the endgame (Hartmann, 1989) , such pruning will on average cause larger savings in middle-game positions than in endgame positions. Therefore, the size of search trees of equal depth will vary more in middle-game positions than in endgame positions. The concept Deep does not have a preference for any of two such subtrees, whereas the concept Big has a preference for the largest subtree. Thus, in the middle game the size (as compared to the depth) of the search tree investigated will be a better characteristic measuring the work performed than it is in the endgame.
Two Conclusions
Based on preliminary experiments we have stated that \On logical grounds, one is tempted to conclude that the number of nodes of a subtree is a better estimate of the work performed (and therefore potentially to be saved) than the depth of that subtree" (Breuker et al., 1994) . Our recent experiments support this tentative conclusion for middle-game positions. There the schemes based on the concept Big perform better than the schemes based on the concept Deep. In endgame positions the di erence has been disappeared. The lower mobility then diminishes the di erences in e ects by the two measures. Based on the 7-ply results in middle games and the 10-ply results in endgames we also con rm our previous suggestion that a two-level scheme is better than any one-level scheme. Hence it follows that Deep, the most widely used scheme, is not best. Based on these conclusions we recommend using scheme TwoBig1.
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